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2016 Thor Motor Coach Challenger 37KT $79
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Description 2016 Thor Motor Coach Challenger 37KT, Traveling in this Challenger 37KT class
A gas motorhome by Thor Motor Coach will be nothing less than spectacular. Not
only will you enjoy comfort when moving from place to place, but when you settle
for awhile you will enjoy all the conveniences of home! Step inside and find a front
living room beyond the cab area featuring dual opposing slides. The door side
slide features a sofa with 59" x 75" sleeping area as well as overhead storage.
You can choose optional theater seating in place of the sofa. The opposite side
features a slide with an electric fireplace with a remote and a 40" LED TV just
above. Pocket doors separate the living space from the kitchen for added
convenience when using the room for sleeping space. There is also an drop-down
overhead bunk above the cab area for even more sleeping space for guests. The
kitchen area features everything you need to provide meals and snacks for your
family. There is a pantry with washer/dryer prep to the left of the entry door. On
the opposite side you will find a residential refrigerator, a three burner range with
microwave above, and large kitchen sink in the corner with overhead cabinets for
storage. There is also a pull-out trash bin and countertop extension for added
convenience along the interior wall. A slide out with a free standing round dinette
table and corner 28" LED TV will seat four comfortably while eating, playing
games, or watching shows. The rest of the slide continues into the bedroom. This
slide features closets on both sides of the dresser with a 32" TV above. The rear
bedroom features a king size bed with nightstands on either side. The master
bath is accessible from within the bedroom or from the dining area. The bath
features a 34" x 34" angled shower, a toilet, a sink with overhead cabinet, and
linen cabinet too. Back up front there is a coffee table between the two captain's
chairs. If outside relaxing is something you enjoy, the 32" LED TV is located
beside the entry door. All this and more will make any road trip you find yourself
on the most enjoyable!

Basic information Year: 2016
Stock Number: 120046279
VIN Number: 35302-120046279
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 39
GVW: 22000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Wildwood, Florida, United States
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